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1 Problem Description 

1.1 Summary 
80% - 90% of the time spent fixing IT problems is spent finding the problem. 
 
[need data to support this assertion] 
 
System instability has a host of causes, but many of those causes stem from 
the root problem of the fact that systems administrators and IT managers 
have no way to maintain visibility and control over what applications are 
installed and running on end user systems Users may intentionally or 
inadvertently install unauthorized applications, required updates and patches 
may not be installed or may be installed incorrectly, files may be modified, 
and viruses, worms, and malicious actors may install malicious code 
(malware) in the place of legitimate files. All of these configuration variations 
reduce system stability, introduce problems, and will, eventually, need to be 
fixed. The more prone to modification a system is, the more often its 
perforamce is degraded to the point of unacceptable (it ‘fails’) and must be 
repaired. The more often it must be repaired, the more expensive it becomes 
to operate. ATherefore, increasing the mean time between failures (MTBF) 
has immediate cost savings.  
 
Also, the more unknown elements there are on a system, the longer it takes 
to determine where the true problem lies, as each unknown element must be 
individually examined in order to determine whether it is authorized, 
unauthorized but benign, or malicious/destructive. The longer the system is 
unavailable due to the need for repair, the more expensive it is, both in the 
time and effort of the technicians involved in diagnosing and resolving the 
problem, and in the lost productivity of the systems owner. Therefore, 
anything that reduces the mean time to repair (MTTR) and enables systems 
to be more quickly diagnosed and restored also has significant cost savings.  

2 SignaCert’s Role in MTTR 
The SignaCert solution provides a reference authority for validating all the 
elements on an endpoint device. Customers can define what they wish to 
scan on an endpoint and those measurements are sent to the reference 
authority (validation web services) for identification. The responses include 
relevant information about each measured element (if known).   
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Figure 1. MTTR with and without SignaCert validation services. 
 
 
This technology can help companies reduce their mean time to repair by 
helping them find the source of the problems more quickly. Generically, 
SignaCert can be used to scan endpoint devices to explicitly identify the 
elements on that machine. This informs the IT administrator what items are 
identified and known to be identical to those released by the software vendor, 
what items are unidentified and merit further investigation, and which 
elements are unauthorized (as defined by policies, typically determined by the 
IT department) and should be removed. This reduces the overall 
“interrogation set” that technical support or IT admin must sift through to 
identify the source of the problem.  
 
Additionally, if measurement processes are used regularly, the specific 
changes in an endpoint over time can be isolated, further aiding the diagnosis 
of a problem.  

2.1 Diagnostic Processes 
When a system is brought in for repair, the first step is to determine whicih of 
the thousands of data elements (software packages, files, drivers, etc.) on 
the system are problematic. This is often the most difficult and time-
consuming part of the repair process. SignaCert’s capabilities can help to 
identify problems as described below. 
 
• Endpoint inventory—In the simplest model, a complete scan of the 

endpoint is performed. This scan returns a complete inventory of data 
elements on the machine, listing out which elements are from known 
applications or software packages, which elements are unidentified, and 
which elements are identified but are known to be unauthorized (i.e., 
conflict with configuration policies determined by the IT staff 

Commented [iss1]: Caution here… this sounds awfully 
Tripwirish. I think we want to stay away from 
mentioning the use of an endpoint’s baseline as a 
referent.  
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Figure 1. Process flow for Endpoint inventory. 
 
 

• Endpoint built from defined standard—Many enterprises have a 
defined standard (e.g., a ‘gold image’ for what data elements should be 
on each system. Using this gold image, the SignaCert client can perform a 
much more efficient and  complete analysis can be performed. The Scan 
can rapidly identity what was added to the machine that is not part of that 
image. For example, if the scan finds items that are not part of the 
specified gold image, but that they are part of an approved application 
list, they may not need to revert to the initial state. This helps companies 
“roll-forward” to known good or approved states instead of requiring a 
“roll-back”. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Process flow for defined standard. 
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• Proactive measurement—By using a gold image or an initial ‘new 
system’ SignaCert scan to identify what data elements are expected to be 
on the machine, it is possible to create a baseline ‘manifest’ of how a 
system is expected to be configured. Using this baseline, it becomes 
possible to detect deviations over time. IT staff can establish regular 
scans, per their defined integrity policy, to measure these deviations. 
Should the endpoint deviate too much, an alert can be sent to the 
Management Consol or to an IT Administrator about the issue and its 
details. The IT Administrator can apply preventative maintenance to 
restore the system to a good state, rather than wait until performance 
degrades to the point of failure. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Process flow for proactive measurement. 
 

2.2 Solution Description 
The SignaCert solution requires several components for operation. Each 
endpoint device requires a Validation Client for measurement. The Validation 
Client performs a scan of the file system defined in the Integrity Profile it 
receives from the customers Content Server. This scan can include a list of 
files, directories, extension, and/or any exclusions as well.  Once the scan is 
complete, a validation request is sent to a validation web-services hosted by 
the LSDB Appliance. The appliance queries a signature repository for matches 
against the measured values and returns an appropriate response to the 
Validation Client. Additionally, the validation response is sent to an auditing 
database for reporting purposes. Reporting and Alerts can send information to 
the customers Enterprise Management Systems to provide a unified 
management interface. 
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The LSDB Appliance signature repository is populated through a combination 
of SignaCert supplied signatures for commercial software and customers 
harvested signatures for proprietary software developed and used internally.  
Commercially available software signatures are delivered via CD/DVD 
periodically, however this process will be automated in future releases of the 
LSDB Appliance. Harvesting tools are provided to the customer allowing them 
to capture signatures for software or files they develop internally and publish 
to their users. Harvesting tools can also be used to validate a gold image or 
other specific configurations defined by the IT department. This combination 
of signature sources provides the “coverage” necessary to evaluate all devices 
in the Enterprise IT environment. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. SignaCert solution. 
 

Setup 
 
SignaCert’s solution is flexible and can be configured in many different ways 
to meet customer needs. The diagram below shows the desired 
implementation and the steps required to setup for MTTR use cases. 
 
1. Admin specifies config parameters 
2. Admin defines appropriate policies (an integrity profile, the set of 

elements to scan) 
3. Admin selects output format (xslt) 
4. Admin chooses an appropriate Validation Client 
5. LSDB is populated with GSDB signatures 
6. Required customer signatures are harvested 
7. Validation client is deployed to target machines 
8. Network is configured for access to LSDB Appliance 
9. Any additional detailed reports are defined  
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2.3 Defining Integrity Profiles 
SignaCert uses integrity profiles to define the scanning processes used to 
identify problems. The following describes how to build an appropriate 
integrity profile to achieve the specified type of scanning objective. 
 
Profile Type Endpoint Inventory 

 
Profile 
Contents 

Specify paths to be scanned.. 

Results Responses include SignaCert’s authenticated identity 
information all elements from the scan that had 
matches in SignaCert’s repository. Also returns a list of 
unidentified elements, those which were detected by 
the scan but the hashes did not match any known 
elements in the SignaCert repository  

Reports Available reports show what applications were present 
and when they were found, what files are unidentified 
(by LSDB or GSDB) and which are unauthorized. 

 
Profile Type Defined standard  

 
Profile 
Contents 

Specify path, filename for the set of files in the defined 
standard. This could be based on a customer harvested 
gold image or list of approved applications.  The profile 
may also specify filename and/or extensions of any 
unauthorized files. 

Results Responses include all elements from the policy that 
were found on the machine.  The scan compares 
hashes all elements found by the scan against the 
hashes of the policy-dictated data elements. The result 
is a comparison of those elements on the system which 
match the standard (are expected), those which do not 
match (violate the standard or conflict with system 
configuration policy). If so specified in the standard, 
the scan will also return identifying information about 
any elements that match the unauthorized criteria. 

Reports Available reports shows device exceptions, highlighting 
what files do not match the specified profile. This can 
return information about these files, such as if they are 
known and approved, if they are unidentifiable, and/or 
if they are unauthorized. 

 
Profile Type Endpoint Drift  

 
Profile 
Contents 

Same policy as ‘Defined standard’ above. Compare 
successive measurements to identify change over time 

Results Responses include all elements from the policy that 
were found on the machine.  Also returns any elements 
that match the unauthorized criteria. When previous 
scans are subtracted out, all that remains is the 
changes over time. 

Commented [iss2]: Be a little cautious in the use of 
‘policy’ here. As in the compliance use case, we have 
two different definitions of policy being used: the scan 
policy of the SC client and the configuration policy of 
the IT staff against which we are measuring 
compliance or configuration. I think perhaps we 
shouldn’t call our scanning a ‘policy’. Go with 
‘Integrity profiles’ just so it’s not confusing.  

Commented [iss3]: Again, I think we might be leery of 
playing up this use case much just because it’s too 
similar to what Tripwire does. 
Plus this isn’t really part of the MTTR use case, more 
like increasing MTBF. If you want to point that use 
case up, it does make sense to include this as a part 
of the MTBF increase. 
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Reports Available reports show which elements on the target 
machine comply with the defined standard and which 
elements are not over time.  Successive scans can be 
compared to determine the velocity of changes on a 
given machine. Non-Compliant files may be found and 
displayed as either identified (commercially available 
SW) or not (unidentifiable). 

2.4 Operation 
The diagram below assumes the desired implementation setup and shows 
operation of the system. 
 

 
 

Figure 2. MTTR operation. 
 
1. Validation Client is triggered to scan. 
2. If not present locally, Validation Client acquires specified configuration, 

compliance integrity profile and compliance output xslt 
3. Validation Client performs file system scan defined in the compliance 

integrity profile 
4. Results are sent to LSDB appliance as a validation request. 
5. LSDB appliance returns the information specified in the integrity profile 
6. Summary validation request is sent to audit database 
7. Output is triggered and results are transformed per the xslt 
8. Results are sent to management console and reporting storage for report 

generation. 
9. Reporting services generates required reports. 

Commented [iss4]: As in the compliance use case, I 
think that once the implementation set ups is fully 
described in section 2.2 above, this diagram becomes 
unnecessary and you can just have the list of the 
operational steps. 
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3 Delivered Value 
Use of SignaCert’s solution will provide the following benefits. Most benefits 
are related to cost savings, albeit not quantified yet.   

3.1 Cost/Time Savings 
• Eliminate ‘known good’ elements from analysis—quickly identify 

endpoint configuration, including what is expected to be on a given 
machine, what is unidentified, and what (if any) is unauthorized. Accurate 
and automated identification of these elements provides significant time 
for technical support staff.  

• Quickly find problem elements – A policy configured to detect  known 
bad elements can help IT staff rapidly find and address common 
problems. 

3.2 Other Benefits 
• Detect missing files – One of the most challenging aspects of failure 

diagnosis is resolving a problem which is due not to the inclusion of a 
malicious file, but to the deletion of a required file. The SignaCert scan 
utility can be configured based on an enterprise gold standard to report on 
expected files and determine which are missing, thus quickly enabling IT 
staff to repair, replace, or reinstall the missing element and restoring the 
system to operation.  

• Automated endpoint auditing— The SignaCert solution automatically 
creates reports of precisely what versions of which software is installed on 
enterprise systems, replacing the painfully manual, expensive, and 
incomplete processes often mandated and implemented by IT 
departments attempting to understand their environment. These reports 
make IT staff much better able to detect and making IT staff much more 
efficient at detecting pervasive or systemic problems. This helps increase 
the mean time between failures and does not directly impact to MTTR.  

• Preventative maintenance—Identifying issues before they become 
“problems” can create significant savings. Providing information about the 
state of endpoints helps IT staff stay “ahead” of emerging problems.  This 
manifest itself as improved uptime for operations, increased MTBF, and 
fewer desk-side visits for technical support staff. 
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4 Glossary 
Term Definition 
Mean Time To 
Repair (MTTR) 

is the average time that a device will take to recover from a 
non-terminal failure. Examples of such devices range from 
self-resetting fuses (where the MTTR would be very short, 
probably seconds), up to whole systems which have to be 
replaced. 
 

Mean Time Between 
Failures (MTBF) 

the "average" time between failures, the reciprocal of the 
failure rate in the special case when failure rate is constant. 
Calculations of MTBF assume that a system is "renewed", i.e. 
fixed, after each failure, and then returned to service 
immediately after failure. 
 

Mean Time to 
Failure (MTTF) 

is sometimes used instead of MTBF in cases where a system 
is replaced after a failure, whereas MTBF denotes time 
between failures where the system is repaired. 
 

Availability total system up time divided by the total available time 
 

 


